This course provides a general overview of empirical research methods appropriate for international affairs specialists. The approach is hands-on, with a focus on learning practical skills for evaluating real-world events.

INTAF 501: Water and Sustainable Development
3 Credits
This course addresses the scientific theory and practical considerations necessary to manage water resources in an international sustainable development context.

INTAF 502: Science, Technology, and International Policy
3 Credits
Examines science and policy communities, importance of science and technology to international affairs, scientific issues likely to affect international policy.

INTAF 503: Hazards, Disasters, and International Affairs
3 Credits
Hotspots, tipping points, and international approaches to prepare for, respond to, and recover from hazards, disasters and complex humanitarian emergencies.

INTAF 504: Political Economy of Development and Growth
3 Credits
Theories of economic growth and established empirical evidence are used to explain differential levels of economic development across the world. INTAF 504 Political Economy of Development and Growth (3) This course examines the reasons why different nations realize diverse long-run levels of welfare. Possible determinants of the differential outcomes include different rates of accumulation in physical capital, rates of technological innovation, the impact of human and financial capital, and the impact of demographic changes with increasing levels of economic development. Further extensions include a consideration of the impact of the openness of economies, geographical location, and exposure to disease vectors. In addition, the course considers the impact of institutions, including domestic institutions, international institutions, as well as multilateral forms of cooperation between economies. Types of institutions to be considered will include micro-level institutions (those that function most obviously at the individual agent level), as well as institutions that govern societies at more aggregate levels. The course also examines evidence on whether there are interaction effects between the determinants of growth (for instance, whether the impact of openness is different under democratic or autocratic political governance). The course will consider relevant theory, but will place an emphasis on examining available data sources in order to test alternative explanations. Given the International Affairs context, particularly strong emphasis is placed on drawing from literatures that reflect the strong interdisciplinary nature of International Affairs programs. This includes perspectives from economics, law, political science and sociology.

INTAF 505: Strategy, Conflict, Peace
3 Credits
The course teaches the principal solution concepts to the analysis of strategic interaction in static and dynamic contexts, and under incomplete information. INTAF 505 Strategy, Conflict, Peace (3) The purpose of this course is to provide the analytical tools required to deal with international affairs situations that involve strategic actions - that is, actions whose outcome depends on the interaction with other decision makers. While the approach of the course is applied, with recourse to many illustrations by real examples, the primary concern of the course is with the development of the appropriate analytical tool kit to be able to deal with choice in the presence of strategic interaction with other agents. The core tool kit is provided by game theory, and this is the focus of the course. Coverage will be of the representation of games, solution concepts in static as well as dynamic games, and the role of information in games. While primary attention will be on non-cooperative strategic interaction, some results from cooperative game theory are also considered. Presentation of core analytical techniques will be in the form of lectures. Many applications will be presented by course participants. Applications are drawn from concrete examples encountered in the literature. Strong emphasis is placed on applications that are encountered by agents in international contexts. Since such international agents span the range from nations, political parties, firms, multinationals, households and firms, applications are multidisciplinary. Applications are drawn from (but not limited to): voting and agendas; reciprocity; surprise attack and disarmament; nuclear deterrence; randomization of promises and threats; sequential bargaining; time consistency; reputation; location games; partnership games; tariffs; Median Voter Theorem; political participation; contracts; guarantees; reputation and incomplete information; signaling; cheap talk; tournaments; coalition formation and the importance of stable preference-driven cooperation in an anarchic world.

3 Credits
This course addresses the principles, policies, and practices in international trade and finance that are fundamental for understanding international economic relations and the future of the global economy. The course examines the economic principles underlying behaviors and policies in international and domestic public affairs and explains how to evaluate and conduct economic analyses.

INTAF 508: Domestic Influences on Foreign Policy
3 Credits
This course will examine how domestic politics influences the formulation and implementation of foreign policy in the United States and other major powers. INTAF 508 Domestic Influences on Foreign Policy (3) This course will examine how domestic politics influences the formulation and implementation of foreign policy in the United States and other countries. Among the factors considered will be the role of lobbyists, special interests and bureaucratic politics. Among the major topics covered will be national identity, the politics of national security since World War II, foreign policy formulation in China, the domestic sources of American foreign policy, case studies in buying influence, the influence of think tanks, public opinion and ethnic groups, how other
countries attempt to influence American foreign policy and how domestic
groups in other countries try to influence their own foreign policy. This
course will be extremely useful to any student wishing to understand
how governments formulate and implement foreign policy and how that
has been affected by domestic politics in the past and today. Students
will learn about the history of political influences on foreign policy and
how that had changed over time, especially since the end of the Cold
War. Students will also develop their ability to think critically and to apply
that thinking to historical and present-day examples of interest groups
influencing foreign policy. The course will also emphasize professional
skills including the development of the student’s ability to write
and to make in-class presentations.

INTAF 510: Cross Cultural Conflict Resolution
3 Credits

Across the globe there are more laws and provisions in place to protect
human beings from discrimination than at any other time in history
and yet there are more incidents of conflict, intolerance, bias, and
violence than ever. How are we to make sense of these two competing
realities? How can we become ethical leaders in the face of such
contrasts and complications? This course combines perspectives
from communications, psychology, sociology, political science, law
and legal studies, human rights, identity-based studies, media studies,
and cultural studies to engage questions of how cultural difference
and discrimination play a role in conflict and resolution. Topics to be
covered are 1) how societies create inegalitarian categories of identity,
2) how those divisions create conflict, and 3) how those divisions
hinder conflict resolution. The course will look at a variety of ways that
societies come to categorize forms of human life according to religion,
nationalism, patriarchy, ethnic identity, and other forms of social division
and stereotyping. One key area we will address is the development of law
and other instruments that both protect and disenfranchise vulnerable
populations. We will also look at strategies for cross-cultural community
development and peace building. The topics will be studied in a cross-
cultural context allowing students to consider these issues from a range
of global perspectives.

INTAF 511: Ethical Dimensions in Food and Agricultural Governance
3 Credits

Famines around the world have long made news headlines, and in recent
years the news includes a discussion of the so-called “diseases of
affluence” that come about, in part, due to an overabundance of food
(i.e., Type II diabetes, heart disease). While, the natural environment
affects regions of food security and insecurity, the policy environment
plays an equally strong role in constructing our global food systems. For
example, how have changing agricultural policies shaped our food safety
problems, such as E. coli contaminated meat or spinach? How have
government policies related to labeling of organics shaped the growth
of consumer demand for organic agriculture and food products? This
class analyzes the socio-economic, political, and cultural construction
of our food systems and the ways in which institutions and individuals
involved with these systems have experienced dramatic changes in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. We also explore and evaluate the
ethical dimensions of agriculture and food policy at the global, regional,
and national levels and the ways these policies impact the flow of food
around the world (e.g., the World Trade Organization, transnational
corporations, NAFTA, the European Union, and national governments). By
the end of this course, students will be able to describe the institutions
and organizations that are involved in the provision of food at national
and international levels, identify problems with the dominant agriculture
and food system, and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of many
of the proposed solutions for creating a more sustainable and equitable
food system.

INTAF 534: Political Economy of Energy and Extractive Industries in
Africa (Oil and Mining)
3 Credits

Given the rising global demand for energy and resources, Africa’s
production of oil and solid minerals has already produced very significant
positive as well as negative impacts on the continent’s political,
economic, and social conditions. This seminar examines the extractive
industry-driven changes in Africa’s political economy, as well as in the
continent’s foreign relations. Students will examine the institutional basis
under which the expansion of the industry is taking place in Africa. This
will involve discussions of the institutional characteristics of Africa,
including issues of land tenure and property rights laws, how institutional
systems are changing in order to facilitate the industry’s expansion,
and the repercussions of these changes upon society. The course also
interrogates the relevance of international efforts to mitigate some of the
adverse impacts of the industry. Among such efforts is the UN Guiding
Principles for Business and Human Rights. Overall this seminar examines
the industry’s impact on Africa’s socioeconomic development and global
relations, and concludes with how African countries might deal with the
adverse impact of the Oil and Mining industry.

Cross-listed with: AFR 534, PLSC 534

INTAF 567: Terrorism
3 Credits

This seminar provides a general and cumulative investigation into
the phenomenon of terrorism from a Political Science perspective. It
is a study of terrorism with an attention to what it is, theoretically,
conceptually, empirically, and how and why it is used by nonstate
actors; its political, economic, and social root causes; its consequences
to political, economic, and social institutions and outcomes; and the
implications of current research on terrorism and counterterrorism.
Although the study of terrorism has a long pedigree in the social
sciences, research by political scientists became more extensive
following the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center. This
course critically evaluates this new literature, noting its contributions,
limitations, gaps, and opportunities for future discovery. Much of the
contemporary scholarly literature on terrorism makes use of state-of-the-
art political science research methods and quantitative analysis.

INTAF 590: Colloquium
3 Credits

Continuing seminars that consist of a series of individual lectures by
faculty, students, or outside speakers.

INTAF 594: Research Topics
1-15 Credits/Maximum of 15

Supervised student activities on research projects identified on an
individual or small-group basis.
INTAF 595: Internship
1-12 Credits/Maximum of 12
Supervised off-campus, nongroup instruction, including field experiences, practicums, or internships. Written and oral critique of activity required.

INTAF 596: Individual Studies
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9
Creative projects, including nonthesis research, that are supervised on an individual basis and that fall outside the scope of formal courses.

INTAF 597: Special Topics
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9
Formal courses given on a topical or special interest subject which may be offered infrequently.

INTAF 597B: **SPECIAL TOPICS**
3 Credits

INTAF 598: Special Topics
1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9
Formal courses given on a topical or special interest subject which may be offered infrequently.

INTAF 603: Foreign Academic Experience
1-12 Credits/Maximum of 12
Foreign study and/or research approved by the graduate program for students enrolled in a foreign university constituting progress toward the degree.

INTAF 801: Actors, Institutions, and Legal Frameworks in International Affairs
3 Credits
Addresses the principal actors, institutions, and legal frameworks which operate in international relations.

INTAF 802: Foundations of Diplomacy and International Relations Theory
3 Credits
Addresses the central tenets of diplomacy and international relations and theories and concepts that underpin the study of international relations.

INTAF 803: Multi-sector and Quantitative Analysis
3 Credits
Introduces students to quantitative methods applicable to various issue areas, including international relations, economics, business, law, education, health, and environment.

INTAF 804: Global Cultures and Leadership
3 Credits
Introduces students to cultural theories and to an understanding of how socio-cultural beliefs may impede or accelerate social change.

3 Credits
This course explores the economic, political, and strategic implications of ongoing trends in global energy markets, particularly oil and gas markets. INTAF 810 Energy, International Security, and The Global Economy (3) This course explores the economic, political, and strategic implications of ongoing trends and structural shifts in global energy markets. It focuses especially on international markets for crude oil and natural gas; attention is also devoted to nuclear energy, the international nuclear industry, and nonproliferation challenges. Students will develop a deep appreciation of the role of energy, and especially hydrocarbon-based energy, in contemporary international affairs. They will learn about the historical development and evolution of hydrocarbon-based energy and the international oil and gas industry; about the various types of contractual arrangements for cross-border investment in upstream oil and gas development and what the differences among these types of agreements reflect regarding the shifting balance of power between resource-owning national governments and foreign investors; and about why and how major energy market players shape their interactions on the basis of political and strategic calculations, along with commercial and economic considerations. They will also learn about the economic and political factors affecting the contribution of nuclear energy to the global energy balance; about the major proliferation risks associated with civil nuclear technology; and about the international regime that has been developed to mitigate these risks and the most pressing challenges to this regime.

3 Credits
This course explores the economic, political, and strategic implications of ongoing trends in global energy markets, particularly oil and gas markets. INTAF 810 Energy, International Security, and The Global Economy (3) This course explores the economic, political, and strategic implications of ongoing trends and structural shifts in global energy markets. It focuses especially on international markets for crude oil and natural gas; attention is also devoted to nuclear energy, the international nuclear industry, and nonproliferation challenges. Students will develop a deep appreciation of the role of energy, and especially hydrocarbon-based energy, in contemporary international affairs. They will learn about the historical development and evolution of hydrocarbon-based energy and the international oil and gas industry; about the various types of contractual arrangements for cross-border investment in upstream oil and gas development and what the differences among these types of agreements reflect regarding the shifting balance of power between resource-owning national governments and foreign investors; and about why and how major energy market players shape their interactions on the basis of political and strategic calculations, along with commercial and economic considerations. They will also learn about the economic and political factors affecting the contribution of nuclear energy to the global energy balance; about the major proliferation risks associated with civil nuclear technology; and about the international regime that has been developed to mitigate these risks and the most pressing challenges to this regime.

INTAF 811: Estimative Analysis in International Strategy
3 Credits
Analytical methods to estimate future conditions as they might influence international policy, negotiations, or strategic planning.

INTAF 812: The Role of Intelligence in International Relations
3 Credits
This course examines how governments gather intelligence, how it is analyzed and what impact it has on policy makers.

INTAF 813: U.S. Policy in the Middle East
3 Credits
This course focuses on the strategic challenges facing U.S. policymakers in one of the world’s economically, politically, and strategically most important regions. INTAF 814 U.S. Policy in the Middle East (3) This course explores the strategic challenges facing U.S. policymakers in the Middle East, one of the world’s economically, politically, and strategically most important regions. It draws on readings and class discussion to help students develop both a sense of the historical evolution of U.S. policy toward the Middle East and an analytic framework for understanding current policy debates. Students will develop a deep appreciation of the impact of U.S. engagement in the Middle East on modern international history and contemporary international affairs. They will learn about the Middle East’s place in the United States’ post-World War II and post-Cold War grand strategy, about America’s decades-long quest for strategic primacy in the region, and about competing visions among American elites for the exercise of that primacy. They will examine the key bilateral relationships (with Saudi Arabia, Israel, and Egypt) that have shaped U.S. foreign policy toward the Middle East. They will also...
explore America’s long struggle with Saddam Hussein’s Iraq and evaluate the U.S. project to build a post-Saddam Iraq that would help consolidate America’s post-Cold War dominance in the region. Against this backdrop, students will also learn about major indigenous challenges to American hegemony in the Middle East; e.g., the Islamic Republic of Iran, Islamist resistance movements, and rising demand for participatory Islamist governance among regional publics; and assess U.S. approaches to dealing with these challenges. Students will consider alternative perspectives on whether America’s self-declared war on terror has been self-defeating. Likewise, they will examine America’s response to the Arab Awakening, with a particular focus on U.S. military interventions in Libya and Syria, and Turkey’s role in the region. Finally, they will look at Russia’s resurgence in Middle East affairs and at the impact of China’s deepening engagement in the Middle East and the prospects for Sino-American competition for influence there.

INTAF 815: Dynamics of International Economic Order: Law, Politics, and Power

3 Credits

This course examines the cross-cutting relationship between political power and global economic governance. INTAF 815 Dynamics of International Economic Order: Law, Politics, and Power (3) This course explores the cross-cutting relationship between political power and global economic governance. It considers how nation-states define international economic order through the creation of legal frameworks and rules-based regimes; how shifts in the international distribution of power impact these frameworks and regimes; and how, in contemporary context, the United States and China approach global economic governance as part of their grand strategies. To ground their engagement, students will appraise philosophical and analytical perspectives on international economic exchange and economic order; mercantilism, liberalism, realism, and institutionalism. They will examine the concept of hegemonic hegemony and debates over whether economic openness requires a hegemon. Against this backdrop, students will investigate the relationship between American primacy and international economic order. They will consider how U.S. primacy and America’s strategic aspirations coming out of World War II shaped the postwar economic order with regard to multilateral trade liberalization (the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs) and monetary relations (the Bretton Woods gold exchange standard). They will evaluate challenges to America’s vision of postwar economic order posed by Asian developmentalism and mercantilism realism. Likewise, they will assess the OPEC revolution, the American/Western response thereto, and the impact of these developments on the international economic order. Students will continue examining the relationship between American primacy and international economic order by reviewing interpretations of economic globalization as a recasting of the original, post-World War II Pax Americana. They will look at how reconstituting American primacy through globalization affected multilateral trade liberalization (the World Trade Organization), monetary relations (the post-Bretton Woods dollar standard), and financial liberalization. They will also evaluate competing visions of post-9/11 American foreign policy-liberalism, neoconservatism, and realism. Students will then turn to the impact of China’s rise on international economic order. They will assay the historical backdrop of China’s rise, ongoing processes of economic reform and modernization, Chinese grand strategy, and the challenges China poses to international frameworks for trade and investment, finance and monetary relations, and energy. They will also consider the implications of China’s rise for Asian regionalism, the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa), and the global South. Finally, through case studies on nuclear energy and nonproliferation and on Iran sanctions, students will look at how contestation between alternative views of international order affects global governance in specific arenas. They will also reflect on the ramifications of these cases for the future of international economic order.

INTAF 816: War and Peace

3 Credits

This course examines how wars begin, how they end and the responsibility of the international community in bringing an end to the fighting and dealing with the effects of the conflict. INTAF 816 War and Peace (3) The course will examine the causes, war and peace in the 21st century. It will consider the role of the international community and international organizations in mediating the conflict and helping to bring about peace both through formal negotiations by governments (track I diplomacy) and through the efforts of third parties and nongovernmental entities (track II diplomacy). It will also address the evolving role of the international community, the concept of responsibility to protect, and how and when outside interventions are undertaken. It will look at war and the origins of humanitarian intervention, conflict analysis, methods and techniques of peacemaking in international conflict including mediation, the role of the UN in conflict peacekeeping and peace-building, and democracy and the economics of war.

INTAF 817: Weapons of Mass Destruction and International Security

3 Credits

Although no nuclear weapon has been used in war in 73 years, they are used every day to affect international security decisions. This course will explore how nuclear weapons revolutionized thinking about war and peace among major powers and how they can become a primary focus of international diplomacy. It will examine why WMD programs (perhaps incorrectly) have come to be seen as a potential cause of war in some contexts and as a primary deterrent to war in others. The course will provide students with the technical understanding of the major classes of WMD (nuclear, chemical and biological weapons) and their effects and it will examine the evolution of international security thinking about their role. It will look both at how major powers (the U.S., Russia and China) conceive of the role of WMD and also how other countries and sub-national groups might consider them. The course will look at how nuclear and biological weapons in particular are for the first time in a generation becoming of increasing concern to strategic thinkers. Finally it will look at the means the U.S., other major powers and the broader international community have developed to limit and perhaps someday to eliminate the threat WMD pose to international peace and perhaps to human existence.

INTAF 818: U.S. National Security

3 Credits

This course examines: 1) how states fight wars and use force; 2) how the characteristics of nuclear and conventional weapons affect strategic thinking; 3) the manner in which the states match interests with capability and domestic politics, 4) civil military relations and 5) how wartime assessment influences policy, and 6) how to present and write professional briefings. The course will focus on both the general pattern among all states and the application of these concepts to U.S.
national security. Students will be expected to develop the knowledge and skills to think, speak, and write knowledgeably about the dynamics of U.S. national security specifically and international security more generally.

INTAF 890: Colloquium

3 Credits/Maximum of 999

Continuing seminars that consist of series of individual lectures by faculty, students, or outside speakers.

INTAF 897: Special Topics

1-9 Credits/Maximum of 9

Formal courses given on a topical or special interest subject with a professional orientation that may be offered infrequently; several different topics may be taught in one year or semester.